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CLOUD SECURITY ASSESSMENT 
Improve your cloud cyber defenses. 
Apply better architecture and configurations 

Why Sunwell Solutions 

Sunwell solutions have decades of experience in designing, building 
and operating cyber security services. We have deep 
understanding of all aspects of information technology, both 
securing and attacking it.  

Service Overview 

Cloud brings scalability and cost efficiency to almost any 
organization and more assets are moved to the cloud. Attackers 
are adapting their tactics and techniques to target cloud 
environments.  

Sunwell Solutions evaluates your current security state and 
provides improvement priorities for the most popular cloud 
platforms – Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services and Google 
Cloud Platform. 

The assessment will help your organization understand what 
threats you face and what security controls are at your disposal to 
successfully mitigate associated risks.  

Our assessment focus on the customer responsibilities (part of the 
shared responsibilities model) for their IaaS or PaaS cloud services.  

  

 Understand threats to your specific 
cloud environment 

 Remediate commonly exploited 
cloud misconfigurations 

 Reduce your cloud attack surface 
 Enhance visibility and detection 

capability in the cloud 
 Prioritize the right security 

improvements for your cloud 
infrastructure 

Benefits 
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We are on a mission to bring effective cyber 
security to every organization. We deliver 
consolidated cyber security platforms and 
solutions, powered by best-in-class 
technology and our expert knowledge 

 

Our Approach 

The assessment consists of four phases during which our experts 
explore how your existing security program protects your cloud 
environment. 

Phase 1. Initial Document Review: Our experts review existing 
architecture diagrams, security policies, hardening 
documentation and standards, special operating procedures and 
security playbooks. We conduct this off site and collaborate with 
your internal stakeholders as required. This phase usually takes 
about a week. 

Phase 2. Onsite Workshops: We further explore your cloud 
environment, the current security model in place, and additional 
security controls planned to be implemented in the future. We 
conduct this together with your cloud architects and cloud 
security experts. This phase usually takes about a week. 

Phase 3. Configuration Review: We review the configuration of 
cloud assets and their respective security controls to ensure they 
are implemented effectively. We identify potential weaknesses 
that could be exploited by an attacker. We require sufficient 
access to be provided and conduct this phase offsite. This takes 
usually between 1 and 2 weeks. 

Phase 4. Reporting: We detail all practical recommendations to 
improve the security of your cloud environment: hardening 
assets and configurations, implementing controls to enhance 
visibility and detection, improving processes to reduce risks.  

 

Table 1. Focus areas for the assessment 

Governance, Risk and Compliance Security Architecture and Networking Identity and access management 

 Cloud governance 
 Risk Assessments 
 Vulnerability management 
 Compliance 

 

 Cloud architecture and security controls 
 Network segmentation and on-premises 

connectivity 
 Remote access and management 
 Disaster recovery 
 Container security 

 Cloud Authentication 
 Cloud Identity management 
 Privilege access management 
 Role-based access control 

Data Protection DevOps Threat detection and response 

 Data protection and data loss prevention 
 Database security 
 Certificates and key management 
 Encryption 

 Pipeline security 
 System and application deployment 

security 
 Secure software development life cycle 
 Code repository security 

 System, database, and application logging 
 Security logging 
 Endpoint security controls 
 Cloud Incident response process 

 

 

What you get 

 A snapshot of your current cloud 
environment outlining existing 
architecture and security controls 

 Detailed prioritized recommendations for 
improving the security of the cloud 
services you use 

 Recommendations for enhancing visibility 
and detection 

 

Executive level brief is available upon 
request. 


